# CHATHAM PUBLIC SCHOOL K-6 SCOPE AND SEQUENCE

## Kindergarten

### Science and Technology
- **KINDERGARTEN**
  - Even Years: Weather In My World, On The Move, Staying Alive, What's It Made Of?
  - Odd Years: Schoolyard Safari, Look and Listen, Water and Mud, Push and Pull

### History (2016)
- **Personal and Family Histories**
- **Past and Present Family Life**
- **The Past in the Present**

### Child Protection
- **CPS Child Protection Scope & Sequence**
  - ES1 / S1 – S3 is managed across odd & even years – see attachment or follow link

### PE/H
- **Fundamental Movement Skills**
  - **Static balance**: Fixing, sprint run, vertical jump, catch
  - **Side gallop**: Fixing, sprint run, vertical jump, catch
  - **Over arm throw**: Fixing, hop, side gallop, sprint run, vertical jump, catch
  - **Leap / kick / two-hand strike / dodge**: Fixing, hop, side gallop, sprint run, vertical jump, catch
  - The above skills should be reviewed during Year 5.
  - All skills taught K-4 are consolidated and revisited during Year 6

### Technology
- **CPS Technology Scope & sequence 2015**

### Geography (2016 trial)
- **People Live in Places**
- **Features of Places**
- **People and Places**
- **Places are similar and different**
- **The earth’s Environment**
- **Factors that Space Places**
- **A diverse and connected world**